
Multicam: Editing Setup
Editing multiple cameras is complex! This one-sheet instruction manual covers the basic setup.

STEP 1: Import clips
Follow the steps learned in the Final Cut Pro X 
class for creating an event and importing clips. 
Make sure to check the box labeled “Create 
Optimized Media” in the media import window.

STEP 2: Select a clip and set the inspector to Extended View
In the event browser, click one of your camera angles and open the inspector. Click the Info 
tab at the top of the inspector, then find the drop menu at the bottom and select Extended 
View.

   
      

STEP 3: Give each clip a unique Camera Angle name in the inspector
Click each clip to show it in the inspector and give it a name or number. If you have 
more than one clip that came from the same camera (due to swapping cards during the 
recording, for example), give those shots the same angle name.

STEP 4: Create Multicam clip in the event browser
Select all clips to include in the Multicam clip by holding the command (⌘) key and clicking each one - they should all be 
selected in yellow. Right-click one of them and choose New Multicam Clip. Make sure Use audio for synchronization 
is checked, then click OK.

   

STEP 5: Open in Angle Editor and set viewer to Show Angles
Your new multicam clip is in the event browser. Right-click it and choose Open in Angle Editor. This view looks similar to 
a timeline, but don’t confuse it with a project (see Step 7 for that). It’s actually a way to view angles and make 
adjustments before you start editing. 

Look for the “lightswitch” button in the upper-right of the viewer and choose “Show Angles”. Now when you play in the 
angle editor you’ll see all angles playing simultaneously. You should be able to see (and hear) whether the automatic 
syncing was successful. See staff for assistance if it wasn’t!
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STEP 6: Adjust audio in angle editor
Each angle is listed independently in the angle editor. Click one, then click the 
Audio tab in the inspector. It’s here that you can change the channel configuration 
to Dual Mono, and possibly even silence a channel by un-checking it. Click the 
other track and do the same thing. This is also the time to adjust audio levels using 
the overlays the way your normally would. 

Make sure that all angles containing audio you want in your project are made 
active in the angle editor using these toggles. Click the speaker icon on any 
angle to turn audio on for that angle.

STEP 7: Place multicam clip in a new project timeline
Again, the angle editor is not a project timeline! Click the Project Library button to go back to the list 
of drives and create a new project on your hard drive. Set in and out points in the mullticam clip the 
way you normally would in the event browser, then place in the project timeline.

   

STEP 8: Play the project timeline and 
make cuts by clicking in the angle viewer
Start by clicking “Enable Video-Only Switching” at the 
top of the angle viewer so your audio will not be 
affected.

Here’s the part you’ve been waiting for: cutting in real 
time. Play the timeline from the beginning and cut 
back and forth by clicking the shots themselves 
directly in the angle viewer. Whenever you click, the camera angle changes and will be saved in the timeline. You can 
also press the number keys on the keyboard (1, 2, 3) corresponding to the angle number.

STEP 9: Adjust cuts, add transitions, titles, etc.
You can now continue editing as you normally would: add transitions and titles, place music, and even cut out whole 
sections of the edit by clicking them and pressing the delete key. Click and drag on the cuts you made: Final Cut will 
default to the Trim tool so you can adjust when the cut takes place.

If you need to adjust audio, right click any portion of the multicam clip in the timeline and select “Open in Angle Editor” 
to make the adjustments to the entire clip rather than one cut.
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